
LSA 2017 Phonology: Assignment 1
Due: Mon 7/17 by PDF on Canvas

Limbu stops

Limbu is a Tibeto-Burman language spoken by around 350,000 people in eastern Nepal. Examine the
distribution of [t], [k], [d], and [ɡ] in the following data, and answer the questions below. For purposes
of this problem, you may ignore affricates and focus on the stops.

mɛndaʔ ‘goat’
mik ‘eye’
kɛda ‘you’ll come’
kuboden ‘his position in society’
taʔmaʔ ‘bring, fetch’
kɔŋ ‘this, he, she’
mɛɡɔktu ‘they’ll bear (young)’
tɔk ‘cooked right’
mɛdɔŋ ‘they shall meet’
tim ‘fills up’
sɔŋwɛt ‘male buffalo’
sik ‘irritation’
puttʰuŋ ‘foam’
kɛdaktwi ‘are you going to show it to them?’
sɛndik ‘at night’

pɔt ‘stuck to’
nudak ‘yoghurt’
naraɡɛn ‘face’
naŋɡen ‘east’
miksuk ‘vision’
kaːnde ‘tube-shaped bamboo vessel’
huk ‘arm, hand’
eɡaŋ ‘behind (postposition)’
tʃuŋɡeːk ‘dry cold season; winter’
tʃiɡip ‘glue’
aːk ‘burp’
andoː ‘later’
jumlakpa ‘salty spicy vegetable condiment’
idziɡeːk ‘knot, tangle’

1. Is voicing contrastive for these sounds? If yes, justify your answer, with explicit reference to the
data. If no, write a set of statements about the contexts in which voiced and voiceless stops ap-
pear, being as economical as possible. If voicing is contrastive in some contexts, but neutralized
in others, note this, as well. A few sentences should be sufficient, in either case.

2. Formalize your claim about the distribution using ranked constraints. Focus first on word-initial
position. List the constraints that you need, with concise definitions. Provide tableaux with
ranked constraints to show what your grammar does with inputs containing voiceless stops (e.g.,
/ta/) and voiced stops (e.g., /da/).

3. Next, illustrate the grammar for stops between vowels. Use the same constraints as in the pre-
ceding tableaux, with the same ranking. If you need an additional constraint, define it and then
show how the ranking derives your claimed distribution for inputs with intervocalic stops (eg.,
/ata/, /ada/)

4. Finally, examine the following data, concerning [p] and [b], which do not obey the same distri-
bution as the other stops examined above:
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bihandik ‘morning’
keːb ‘tiger’
laːb ‘moon’
piːr ‘suffering’
peːɡɛ ‘he went’
lup ‘leech’
hoːp ‘there is not’

tɔkpɛt ‘straight up’
laːp ‘wing’
seba ‘bond-friend’
lumba ‘large bowl or cup’
hambeːk ‘ginger root’
habu ‘cavity’
tʃɛmbi ‘soybeans’

• Characterize the distribution of [p] and [b]. Cite specific examples, and describe the dis-
tribution using terms for phonological distributions.

• In class, we discussed the fact that phonological constraints frequently apply to broad
classes of segments. The data concerning [p] and [b] pose a challenge to the economi-
cal analysis that one might otherwise have provided for [t], [d], [k], and [g]. You do not
need to modify your analysis to take the labials into account, but describe briefly why they
are problematic.
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